EPMA European Hard Materials Sectoral Group (EuroHM)

INVITATION to
Open Meeting, 10:45-12:15, Tuesday 3rd October 2017
at the Euro PM2017 Congress & Exhibition, Milan, Italy
Room TBC

Chairmen: Dr Steven Moseley (HILTI) and Dr Leo Prakash (WTP)

AGENDA

1. Welcome and Introductions by the Chairmen
   (Dr. Leo Prakash, Dr. Steven Moseley)  10:45-10:50
2. Update on the EPMA Activities
   (Dr. Olivier Coube, EPMA)  10:50-11:10
3. Keynote Presentation 1 on
   *Update of the Diamond Tools Market and R&D activities in Italy*
   (Eng. Ernesto Dossena and Dr. Franco Tagliabue)  11:10-11:40
4. Keynote Presentation 2 on
   *So you think we know ALL about WC-base hardmetals? We don’t. Some suggestions for future cooperative research*
   (EurIng Kenneth J A Brookes, FIMMM, CEng)  11:40-12:00
5. Discussion AOB Conclusions and Next meeting
   *Scheduled for Oct 2018*  12:00-12:15

For further information on the EuroHM meeting, contact Dr. Olivier Coube, oc@epma.com.